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Abstract—Traceability links between various software artifacts of a system aid software engineers in system comprehension, verification and change impact analysis. Establishing trace links between software artifacts manually is an error-prone and costly task. Recently, studies in automated traceability link recovery area have received broad attention in the software maintenance community aiming to overcome the challenges of manual trace links maintenance process. In these studies, the trace links results generated by an automated trace recovery approach are presented either in a bland textual matrix format (e.g., tabular format) or two-dimensional graphical formats (e.g. tree view, hierarchical leaf node). Therefore, it is challenging for software engineers to explore the inter-relationships between various artifacts at once (e.g., which test cases and source code files/methods are related to a particular requirement). In this position paper, we propose a hierarchical trace map visualization technique to explore inter-relationships between various artifacts at once naturally and intuitively.

Index Terms—Traceability, Information Retrieval, Visualization

I. INTRODUCTION

Traceability has been mentioned in many software development methodologies as part of software engineering practice. Maintaining the trace links between software artifacts is crucial to perform various software engineering activities including change impact analysis [1], requirements coverage analysis [2], requirements verification and validation [3], test case selection [4], compliance verification [5], issue assignment [6] and bug localization [7]. Over the last few decades, researchers have attempted to recover trace links automatically using Information Retrieval (IR) techniques. The idea behind such techniques is based on the assumption that most software artifacts such as requirements, use cases, interaction diagrams, source code, and test cases contain textual descriptions and meaningful source code identifiers [8]. IR techniques recover traceability links based on the similarity between the text contained in two related artifacts of different types [9], [10]. Traditionally, trace links are presented either in two or multi-dimensional matrix formats, which are commonly known as a Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM) [11]. Likewise, tabular grid style formatting has been used in automatic trace recovery tools [12], [13] to present result sets for analyst verification. Even though the tabular format is applicable for small dataset verification; it is hard to explore inter-relationships between artifacts conveniently. Recent graphical-based approaches like hierarchical leaf node [14], tree view [15], [16], Sunburst [17], and Netmap [17] can only present the coarse-grain view of traceability between two artifacts at a time. The main drawback of these approaches is that they fail to explore relationships between multiple artifacts interactively to comprehend the overall structure of a system. Therefore, it is time-consuming and resource-intensive to explore and interpret the system. Traceability tools like Traceclipse [18] and TraceViz [19] are platform dependent and specific for JAVA development environment. In [20], researchers implement on manual trace links maintenance approach and cypher query language to retrieve the trace links between various requirement artifacts. However, tracing implementation artifacts such as source code is not included in their experiments. In this paper, we propose a hierarchical trace map visualization approach to support system comprehension and change impact analysis interactively. The main contributions of our approach are as follows:

- We propose a stand-alone interactive traceability links visualization approach which can consume data from external data storage and recover trace links automatically.
- Our hierarchical trace map visualization can assist in system comprehension and change impact analysis interactively by providing a visual trace links exploration space.

In the next section, we present how our raw hierarchical trace map visualization approach is used to present the artifacts relationships interactively. We designed our conceptual model based on the standard components of the IR-based traceability recovery process [21]. Due to space limitations, we presented our model in Github [1]. To explore our conceptual model, we developed the WebTrace application and evaluated it with the EasyClinic dataset due to the availability of various software artifacts, including use cases, interaction diagram, test cases and source code class descriptions.

II. VISUAL SUPPORT FOR TRACEABILITY LINKS VISUALIZATION

The main goal of our Hierarchical Trace Map is to provide visual support in exploring the overall structure of the system

https://github.com/thazin31086/WebTrace/blob/master/HTM.svg
http://www.webtrace.tech/Home/VisualizeTraceLinks
in one area to reduce the tasks of cross-referencing and connecting multiple trace link results. It intends to provide an explicit dependency between artifacts of the system. Figure 1 presents the unfiltered view of use case, test case and source code artifact relations from EasyClinic dataset. Each artifact is formatted in different colours for easy differentiation between artifacts (e.g., Orange – Use Case, Red – Source Code, Green – Test Case). Each node represents an artifact and supports a browse-able filtered view of an artifact by either clicking on each node or using free-text search features. The line represents the relationships between artifacts. The high-level trace map view can assist an analyst in various software engineering tasks, including system comprehension and change impact analysis.

We positioned the source artifact on the top layer and its target artifacts on the lower layer to demonstrate hierarchical layer view of the system. In this view, the line represents one-to-many relations between the source and target artifact. Therefore, if there is no line between the source and target artifact, it means missing links. In Figure 1, some of the last section and middle section of use case artifacts are missing lines in test cases. By using this diagram, we can visually comprehend that some use cases do not have corresponding test cases. To switch from unfiltered view to filtered view, we included a node clicking feature and free-text search feature in our design to support the interactive visual exploration of the system. Free-text search features can search by file name or content.

Figure 2 presents the associations between a source and two target artifacts. We draw the size of the nodes based on either the textual volume of the artifact or the number of source code functions. However, we are still finalising on size measurement definition at this point. For change impact analysis, a developer can use this diagram to visually inspect the impact areas of source codes and test cases intuitively without cross-referencing multiple trace links results.

Figure 3 presents the filtered view between a target and source artifacts. For source code artifacts, we displayed the list of corresponding functions to assist in identifying change impact area effectively.

### III. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a hierarchical trace map visualization approach to assist system comprehension and change impact analysis tasks. Our overarching aim is to enhance the usability of trace link results with the support of interactive visualization techniques. In our future work, we intend to add a more detailed level of abstraction on the structure (e.g., filter feature for missing links artifacts, recover links feature for missing links, draw the size of the node based on an artifact content variation, display the number of associated artifacts) to assist in system comprehension and change impact analysis tasks. We plan to replace our current IR engine processing phase with deep learning techniques to leverage the accuracy of results. In terms of evaluation, we intend to explore our approach in an industrial dataset to explore effectiveness in a real-world software maintenance approach.
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